Integrating risk minimization planning throughout the clinical development and commercialization lifecycle: an opinion on how drug development could be improved
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Abstract: Pharmaceutical risk minimization programs are now an established requirement in the regulatory landscape. However, pharmaceutical companies have been slow to recognize and embrace the significant potential these programs offer in terms of enhancing trust with health care professionals and patients, and for providing a mechanism for bringing products to the market that might not otherwise have been approved. Pitfalls of the current drug development process include risk minimization programs that are not data driven; missed opportunities to incorporate pragmatic methods and market-based insights, outmoded tools and data sources, lack of rapid evaluative learning to support timely adaption, lack of systematic approaches for patient engagement, and questions on staffing and organizational infrastructure. We propose better integration of risk minimization with clinical drug development and commercialization work streams throughout the product lifecycle. We articulate a vision and propose broad adoption of organizational models for incorporating risk minimization expertise into the drug development process. Three organizational models are discussed and compared: outsource/external vendor, embedded risk management specialist model, and Center of Excellence.
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Introduction

Pharmaceutical drug safety is poised at the brink of a new era: the emergence of a 21st century pharmacovigilance – “More than just adverse drug reaction reporting – it must be about leadership in drug safety, in safe use, and in achieving better and more regular positive therapeutic clinical outcomes”¹. A signature feature of this transformation is the growing emphasis on proactive approaches to managing product-related risks via the use of formal risk minimization programs (also known as risk evaluation and mitigation strategies [REMS] in the US).²,³ Essentially, such efforts are public health interventions that seek to ensure safe and appropriate use of a specific drug product. Examples of risk minimization activities include special manufacturing and supply chain procedures (to reduce tampering and/or diversion), health care professional (HCP) and patient education, patient screening and monitoring, and specific restrictions on prescribing and/or dispensing procedures. Outside of REMS, the increased use of boxed warnings and patient-directed medication guides has also contributed to growing risk minimization efforts in the US.⁴

This transformation has been essentially codified in the recent publications by the European Medicines Agency (EMA) of the European Union Good Pharmacovigilance
Practice (GVP), Module V Risk Management Systems and Module XVI Risk Minimization Measures: Selection of Tools and Effectiveness Measures, as well as specific commitments outlined in the Prescription Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA) V for the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Collectively, these initiatives pose heightened accountability for regulators and industry for developing risk minimization programs that are demonstrably effective. A particularly key element of that accountability is recognition of the need to incorporate the patient’s perspective in all phases of the risk minimization process (as acknowledged in EMA’s GVP Modules V and XVI, and in FDA’s REMS guidance).

In both the US and the EU, the ability to require risk minimization programs is statutorily defined. However, these statutes are still relatively recent, and much remains to be determined with regard to integrating these regulatory requirements into the drug development process. As a result, the pharmaceutical industry is grappling with the challenge of identifying organizational structures and team processes that can optimally support effective and efficient development and execution of risk management commitments, including avenues for patient engagement. In particular, successful execution and evaluation of these programs require pharmaceutical companies to invest in both new types of professional expertise in the form of social scientists, and new types of cross-functional collaboration across the drug safety, medical, regulatory, and commercial teams.

As a point of comparison, drug development transformation triggered by the 1962 Kefauver-Harris Drug Amendments in the US took over a decade to evolve into the modern drug development framework we use today. The amendments required manufacturers to meet investigational new drug standards and demonstrate efficacy as a condition for drug approval. New preclinical and clinical trial methodologies (eg, Phase I, II, and III trial designs) had to be developed to support the new legal standard of “substantial evidence” and “adequate and well-controlled data”. Today, in the post-passage era of the 2007 FDA Amendment Act and the EMA GVP Modules V and XVI, industry and regulators are in an analogous situation – that is, how to best standardize and operationalize methodologies in support of enhancement and modernization of drug safety and risk management.

A 2013 US government audit made several recommendations to FDA for improving the effectiveness of risk management efforts, including the need to: identify, develop, validate, and assess REMS components; clarify expectations for assessments and work with sponsors to obtain missing information; identify REMS that were not meeting their goals and take action to protect the public health; and seek legislative authority to enforce FDA assessment plans. Despite these challenges, progress is being made by regulators and the pharmaceutical industry. For example, the FDA has convened public workshops on social science and REMS standardization, and expert workshops on strengthening REMS through systematic analysis and evidence-based assessment, and has issued a report on standardizing REMS. Risk management programs have been successful in mitigating serious risks, for example, the THALOMID® (thalidomide) and iPLEDGE (isotretinoin) REMS programs. Some companies have implemented organizational change to incorporate risk minimization expertise into their drug development programs.

We believe more work is needed to accelerate and broaden the adoption of risk minimization practices into the drug development paradigm. This opinion article (1) highlights several shortcomings in the current approach taken by regulators and industry regarding risk minimization development and discusses how risk minimization development activities could be better integrated into existing clinical development and commercialization efforts for greater synergy, and (2) proposes possible organizational models for incorporating risk minimization expertise into the drug development enterprise.

Shortcomings of the current system
Risk minimization programs that are not data driven

Most risk minimization programs have been developed in reaction to heightened safety concerns from regulators and the public. Such a reactive approach can result in hastily designed programs that meet the minimum necessary requirements for approval or for remaining on the market. As a result, little evidence was generated to inform and support the design of the risk management program. This approach is equivalent to jumping straight into a Phase III clinical program without the benefit of Phase I and II results.

To illustrate this gap, let us consider a scenario when a company submits a new drug application with a risk that might potentially be minimized or mitigated by a formal risk minimization program. During the course of deliberations with the regulatory agency, it becomes clear that a risk management plan will be required in order to gain product approval. In the US, this drug application might come before an FDA advisory committee. Briefing materials might summarize numerous clinical studies and hundreds of pages of data in support of the unmet medical need and the efficacy and safety of the product. However, fewer than ten pages might
be dedicated to describing the risk management program, and no data are provided to support its strategy. No protocols are provided in support of a post-marketing evaluation plan. Many times, companies will say at the advisory meeting that they have actively engaged patients in the development of educational materials; however, no evidence is provided, no draft materials are presented, and this is within a few months of potential market launch.

If this scenario involved a pre-Investigational New Drug meeting and no preclinical evidence was provided and no clinical plan detailed, the company would not receive go-ahead for human testing. Why should we hold risk management programs to a different evidentiary standard? Safety risks do not generally emerge overnight. There are opportunities for collecting data pertinent to risk management program design, including during the conduct of Phase III/IIib studies and when promotional materials are being developed for clinicians and educational materials for patients prior to regulatory submissions.

Missed opportunities to incorporate pragmatic methods and market-based insights

Risk minimization programs are intended to promote safe use under real-world conditions. Registration trials are generally conducted in advanced clinical research centers with many resources, support staff, and services that may not be available to the average practitioner in day-to-day practice. To date, few risk minimization programs have explicitly incorporated pragmatic research methods, measures, or frameworks into their design. Risk management interventions should be pragmatic and adaptable for real-world health care settings if they are to be widely adopted and translated into clinical practice.

Although companies vary in their approach, regulatory guidance implies that the leadership for the design and evaluation of risk minimization programs lies within the product safety team (or its equivalent), which typically includes drug safety, regulatory, clinical, and biostatistics team members. However, understanding of patient—provider needs and the constraints these stakeholders face in the real-world health care systems is typically housed within medical affairs and the commercial organization, thus representing a potential internal organizational barrier.

Outmoded tools and data sources

To date, the number and type of risk minimization tools and data sources employed have been both limited and non-evidence based. For example, web-based approaches have been confined to static websites and have not leveraged evidence-based, interactive, tailored methods that have been shown to be more engaging and effective in modifying behavior. For educational tools, there is a need to incorporate principles of plain language design and format, including pilot testing in the target audiences. Similarly, the types of data sources used to demonstrate effectiveness have been very limited, and are of low research quality.

Lack of rapid evaluative learning to support timely adaption

The timetable for formal evaluation of risk management programs has been largely based on minimal regulatory requirements rather than on market-based learning cycles. For example, the standard milestones for submitting REMS assessments in the US are by 18 months and 3 years, and in the seventh year after the strategy was approved. This timetable contrasts with rapid market evaluation (as frequently as weekly/monthly) of commercial launch milestones and sales performance and quarterly pharmacovigilance drug safety updates for the first 2 years post-approval. Given the pace of health care change, health care research (such as risk management evaluations) must be more rapid and contribute toward a learning health care system.

A separate issue is incomplete and late evaluations. A 2013 US government audit found that nearly half of the sponsor assessments for the 49 REMS reviewed did not include all the information requested in FDA assessment plans, and ten were not submitted to FDA within required timeframes. FDA was also slow in its REMS assessment review times and exceeded the 60-day goal for all but one sponsor assessment.

Lack of systematic approaches for patient engagement

While FDA and EMA can be seen as being at an “inflection point” in regard to meaningful patient engagement in the drug development and review process, so, too, is the pharmaceutical industry. Broadly speaking, engaging patients can “influence research to be more patient centered, useful, and trustworthy and ultimately lead to greater use and uptake of research results by the patient and broader healthcare community”. From the pharmaceutical industry’s perspective, patient engagement should help optimize its ability to 1) address unmet medical need, 2) conduct patient benefit-risk assessment and optimization, 3) accelerate the product development and approval process, and 4) achieve rapid market penetration and product uptake. In instances where patient input has been obtained (eg, human factors testing conducted by product...
Questions on staffing and organizational infrastructure

From the industry’s perspective, several key questions need to be addressed before optimum organizational processes and structures can be identified. These include:

1) What is the product portfolio (both pre- and post-marketing)—do we have enough critical mass to warrant building a risk minimization organization?
2) What are the key internal barriers and facilitators to improving how risk minimization strategies are set and activities conducted?
3) Can existing organizational structures and processes be modified in order to support better cross-functional communication and collaboration in regard to risk minimization program development, implementation, and evaluation (ie, is there internal, political support for such an initiative)?
4) What potential synergies could result internally from a more comprehensive and coordinated approach to interacting with patients (eg, patient access programs, patient adherence initiatives, patient registries) for the purposes of risk minimization?
5) Do effective change agents exist within and outside the organization in terms of structuring a more patient-centered approach to risk minimization? If not, can they be developed?

A proposal

We propose two approaches for operationalizing risk minimization into the drug development process: 1) bridging risk minimization research and practice with existing drug development and commercialization processes for greater synergy and cross-fertilization; and 2) fostering access to behavioral science expertise through formalized organizational structures.

Better integration of risk minimization with clinical drug development and commercialization work streams throughout the product lifecycle

Figure 1 provides a conceptual framework that illustrates how a proposed risk minimization development work stream could parallel, and serve as a bridge between the clinical development process (which provides the biological basis and regulatory requirements for risk minimization) and the commercialization process (which provides information regarding the health care system context and the target patients and prescriber groups).

During the early phases of human testing, Phase I studies focus on the safety and pharmacology of a drug compound. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies provide support for mechanisms of drug action and the relationship between drug concentration and effect in humans. The commercial or new business development team continues to evaluate the drug’s market potential based on unmet market need and projected costs to develop and manufacture. The risk management work stream synthesizes the available clinical and market data to identify what risk minimization efforts might be necessary, given the health care context in which the drug would be used. This can include understanding anticipated treatment settings, typical habits and practices involving treatment within those settings, and the available resources and expertise of both patients and providers to manage potential risks.

The risk minimization plan draws upon internal market knowledge residing within the medical affairs and commercial organizations. While integrating insights from these two functional areas into the planning and implementation process is vital to the successful design and execution of a risk minimization program, it introduces a tension in that risk minimization programs, interventions, and materials are not, by definition, intended to be promotional in nature. One solution is to establish a new type of team member (a “risk minimization specialist”) who has the knowledge and applied expertise in designing and developing communication campaigns but who resides on the medical (non-promotional) side of the organization.

A desired future state would be to solicit patient input systematically throughout drug development. A patient-driven approach to health research is consistent with engagement strategies recommended by the Patient-Centered Outcomes Research Institute in the US and in legislation under development to reform FDA regulation. Patient perspective can provide valuable input on benefit–risk trade-offs that ultimately can inform safety/efficacy success criteria, the interpretation of clinical findings, and subsequent drug development decisions. For example, patient perspective on desired product attributes could be ascertained starting at proof of principle. At planning and execution of First-in-Human studies, patient preferences and trade-offs concerning the product’s benefit–risk profile could be assessed to inform development choices.
Figure 1 Conceptual framework for integrating risk minimization and evaluation into the new drug development process.

Abbreviations: AdCom, Advisory Committee meeting (US); IND, Investigational New Drug; NDA, New Drug Application.
During the confirmatory phases of drug development, understanding the patient’s journey through the healthcare delivery system could help determine feasible and acceptable ways to preventing or mitigating specific risks in the post-marketing context.

Phase II studies examine the effectiveness of a compound and determine dosing. Phase III studies confirm previous findings in a larger patient population based on the drug’s proposed indications for use. It is during these confirmatory phases of drug development that the conditions for establishing safety and efficacy are set. The risk minimization specialist would assess how well these conditions reflect real-world practice and whether the protocols and materials used in the pivotal program can be easily translated into practice. This will inform whether parallel research is necessary (e.g., to develop and pilot education materials in language and format accessible for typical patients and prescribers). Qualitative and quantitative research may be combined in a variety of ways to achieve a deeper level of understanding than can be achieved by one method alone.31

Following successful completion of the pivotal trial program, it becomes evident what degree of risk minimization is required, ranging from: product labeling (package insert and patient-directed medication guides), enhanced communication programs, required education and training, or more restrictive distribution procedures. The risk management specialist produces the scientific justification for the risk minimization plan to regulators based on implementation science best practices,8 and they develop synergies with commercial activities to increase the likelihood of effective implementation once approved. In the US, the Veterans Administration serves as a model for fostering adoption of quality improvement requirements within its health care system using implementation science frameworks.32

The regulatory landscape regarding risk minimization requirements is evolving, and so the risk management specialist also contributes by actively anticipating regulatory needs. For example, the FDA is currently developing standards for when REMS are required as part of its PDUFA V commitments.8

At the time of regulatory submission, the organizational focus is on speed to submission. It is critical that the preliminary work to defend the risk minimization plan be completed by the end of the Phase III program. Ill-supported plans can delay approval.2 Postlaunch, the risk minimization specialist synthesizes pharmacovigilance findings with market understanding regarding drug use to determine whether goals are being met and whether adaptation is necessary.

Another point worth noting is the use of advisory boards throughout the product’s lifecycle. To inform the clinical development program, key opinion leaders with expertise in trial design are convened to guide what is necessary for market registration. To inform market launch, key opinion leaders respected for their medical expertise are convened to provide advice on product positioning. To inform the risk minimization plan, additional advisory boards engaging patients, pharmacists, health care systems, and/or other affected stakeholders may be highly beneficial. Engagement supports the scientific justification for the proposed plan and increases the likelihood for successful implementation.

In summary, the risk management specialist serves as a bridge between what is known clinically, what is required by regulators, and what is known about how clinical care is provided. By incorporating risk minimization thinking throughout the development and commercialization process, companies can be more proactive and nimble in their response should serious events requiring management emerge.

**Articulate a vision and promote adoption of organizational models for incorporating risk minimization expertise into drug development**

In order to achieve a viable integration of the risk minimization function with the clinical and commercialization work streams, a clear vision of the unique responsibilities and activities associated with the risk minimization function must be articulated and communicated across the organization. While several companies already have a “risk management” function or position, the positions typically reside in the pharmacovigilance/safety departments and their responsibilities are to write, manage, and coordinate the various risk management plan requirements across regulators. Instead, we argue that the risk minimization function should also be accountable for a broader set of strategic activities:

1. leading strategic planning for risk minimization activities for the research portfolio as a whole as well as for individual products;
2. executing or overseeing the execution of “best-in-class” risk minimization program design, implementation, and evaluation using knowledge from implementation science in health;
3. conducting targeted research to develop improved risk minimization tools, methodologies, and evaluation approaches that support the company’s pipeline and marketed products’ portfolio;
4) establishing a knowledge management system that: a) documents both internal and external “lessons learned” and the evolving risk minimization requirements and practices of regulatory authorities worldwide, and b) promulgates best practices in risk minimization science to internal teams;

5) optimizing operational and cost efficiencies of risk minimization processes by standardizing processes where appropriate and leveraging preferred supplier and service provider arrangements;

6) publishing risk minimization evaluations and research findings in order to advance the science in a “pre-competitive” context; and

7) achieving a sustained level of compliance globally with regard to risk minimization commitments through standard setting, monitoring, and ongoing technical support to company affiliate offices.

Making the business case

So what is the business case for more proactive integration of risk minimization efforts into the drug development process? Some argue that changing the current development paradigm adds extra cost and requires additional communication coordination which will ultimately be transferred to the patients who would have to absorb the cost. On the other hand, many drugs would not otherwise be approved, or allowed to remain on the market, without effective risk minimization programs.²

Lessons from the business literature on the value of corporate responsibility and sustainability can shed light on this question. Broadly speaking, corporations have a societal responsibility to those groups and individuals that they affect, that is, their stakeholders. For pharmaceutical corporations, stakeholders include patients and caregivers, health care providers, health care organizations, and communities. Ensuring safe and appropriate use of medicines could be considered one form of social responsibility.

Practical examples of the business value generated by the allocation of resources in socially responsible activities include: reducing exposure to corporate risk and costs, enhancing corporate reputation and legitimacy, and gaining competitive advantage through shared value creation.³ Based on what the business literature argues, patients and other health care stakeholders who participate in the development of risk minimization programs should develop shared value with the pharmaceutical manufacturer and greater commitment to ensuring the appropriate use of the drug. Over time, this should lead to greater market sustainability and increased sales.

Organizational design

Several organizational structures for incorporating risk minimization expertise into the drug development enterprise are possible. Each requires senior management support and some degree of dedicated resources in order to be successful. We focus on three that are adaptable to differences in a company’s size, structure, resources, and level of organizational commitment to risk management. These three models include: 1) outsourcing of risk minimization design, implementation, and evaluation to one or more contract research organizations or vendors; 2) the hiring of one or more dedicated “risk management specialists; and 3) the establishment of an in-house risk management “Center of Excellence” (CoE).

Figure 2 summarizes the strengths and weaknesses of each model and provides example companies adopting a given model. Over time, there will be great value in learning about the respective successes and failures of these different organizational models with regard to directing risk minimization activities and enhancing safe use.

Outsource/external vendor model

In this model, the organization relies exclusively on the resources and expertise of an outside vendor to fulfill risk management commitments, thus minimizing the need to redirect internal resources. Drawbacks of this approach, however, are multiple. These include the fact that: a) it provides limited opportunities for the development of internal expertise; b) costs can be higher, and program coordination can be compromised, especially if multiple vendors are hired for different tasks (eg, design, implementation, and evaluation); c) the lack of organizational investment in the risk management function can serve to undermine the efforts of those internally delegated to coordinate the planning, implementation, and evaluation of risk minimization and hamper their ability to gain cross-functional cooperation; and d) it can lead to a “reinventing the wheel” syndrome in which the learnings gained from one risk minimization program are not shared widely within the organization.

Embedded “risk management specialist” model

The risk management specialist model involves the hiring of a new type of pharmaceutical professional who would be responsible for risk management activities and be located on the medical side of the organization. This individual should have specific training in the behavioral/social sciences and applied experience in developing, implementing, and evaluating public health/health care interventions in real
The risk management specialist could function in one of the two ways: 1) as an in-house “consultant”, circulating from team to team and across therapeutic areas to provide guidance and advice on how to plan, implement, and evaluate risk minimization programs on an “as-needed” basis; or 2) could be assigned to a specific team/product/therapeutic area for the lifecycle of the product. The key limitation of this approach is that the effectiveness of these new professionals, if lacking the institutional support offered by a dedicated functional department and adequate funding, may be quite constrained.

**In-house CoE model**

The CoE concept is both a familiar and widely applied concept within the pharmaceutical industry. It has been used to enhance organizational capacity in various aspects of the drug development process (eg, translational research) or to promote adoption of new methodologies (eg, benefit-risk assessment). Staffing for a risk minimization CoE should consist of a multidisciplinary team of individuals with training and/or expertise in one or more of the following areas: behavioral/social science, program evaluation, benefit-risk communication and social marketing techniques, social and other digital media design and content, human factors usability specialist, qualitative and quantitative methods (“mixed methods”), and other types of data analytics, and patient/customer engagement knowledge. In particular, the increasing demand for mixed methods approaches to evaluating risk minimization programs necessitates broader methodological training and deepened collaboration between medical, clinical, and social scientists, a collaboration that would be fostered in the context of a CoE. 31

Establishing a CoE for risk management, with designated staff and budget, enables the development of internal expertise in risk minimization, identification, and sharing of “best practices” across teams and therapeutic areas, and signals a level of organizational commitment to both key internal and external stakeholders (eg, regulatory authorities, HCPs, and patients), that can enhance the credibility and acceptability of any proposed risk minimization activities. The main potential downside to this approach is cost, since it requires more infrastructure and staff to operate than the previous two models. Costs, however, might be offset to some significant extent by savings from a reduction or more efficient use of outsourcing of risk minimization deliverables.

**Summary**

Pharmaceutical risk minimization programs are now an established requirement in the regulatory landscape. However, pharmaceutical companies have been slow to recognize and embrace the significant potential these programs offer in terms of enhancing trust with HCPs and patients, and for providing a mechanism for bringing products to the market that would not otherwise have been approved.

Both the quality and credibility of risk minimization programs can be significantly enhanced or impeded by the organizational structure within individual pharmaceutical companies. No one single blueprint for an optimal risk

---

Table: Organizational models for pharmaceutical risk minimization staffing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embedded social scientist</td>
<td>• Flexibility to hire to the scale needed</td>
<td>• Career development pathways are needed (to retain workforce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Promotes synergy within product teams</td>
<td>• Need to provide mechanisms to facilitate cross-learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house center of excellence</td>
<td>• Promotes functional expertise</td>
<td>• Isolating – an “extra layer of bureaucracy”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economy of scale for organizations with many products in many countries</td>
<td>• Requires organizational investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contract research organization</td>
<td>• Functional expertise without the investment in an in-house organization</td>
<td>• Potential for “re-inventing the wheel” syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Fast and nimble with dedicated personnel</td>
<td>• Still requires trained personnel to direct and oversee the risk minimization and evaluation plan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Example: Eli Lilly
Example: Pfizer
Example: Purdue Pharma

Figure 2 Organizational models for pharmaceutical risk minimization staffing.
management organizational structure exists. Instead, multiple factors, including the size and depth of the company’s pipeline, budgetary and staffing constraints, and organizational commitment to patient centeredness, dictate which particular approach might work best in which context. Further investigation is warranted to learn more about the respective successes and failures of the different organizational structures with regard to enhancing safe and appropriate drug use. In theory, companies that are able to establish an organizational structure that features superior cross-functional communication and collaboration, have appropriate expertise and adequate funding, and systematically solicit patient input will be able to develop and execute more effective and high-quality risk minimization programs. Such ability offers a significant competitive advantage for pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies and places them in an optimal position to fully embrace the new “21st century” model of pharmacovigilance.
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